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Introduction to Urban
Agriculture
The purpose of this research was to inform changes
to urban planning, including changes to the built
environment, in order to promote access to high
quality food and active living. This can contribute to
improved health and self-reliance, and it is aligned the
City of Saskatoon’s strategic plan.

Why grow food in the city?
With an anticipated five billion people living in urban
settings by the year 2025, experts are questioning our
ability to meet the demand for nutritious food [1]. In
Saskatchewan, 67% of the population currently lives in
urban areas [2] and the City of Saskatoon is planning
for a half million people by 2023 [3]. Approximately
10% of the population of the Saskatoon Health
region identify as Aboriginal [4] and those who are
unemployed have an average income of $13,000
annually [5]. Moreover, the core neighbourhoods
in Saskatoon house individuals and families where
approximately 58% have incomes below $25,000 per
year [6]. The Public Health Nutritionists in the province
estimate the cost of a nutritious food basket in larger
Saskatchewan cities to be approximately $10,000 per
year, leaving little money for other living expenses
for those in the lower income brackets [7]. Given the
anticipated growth in the city’s population and the
struggles lower-income households currently face,
we can do more to build resilience in urban settings
by providing communities with tools for urban food
production. The City of Saskatoon has a vision of selfreliance and stewardship, with a goal to grow more
food in the city [3]. This is urban agriculture.

“Garden Everywhere”
Examples of urban agriculture include gardens in
backyards, schools, public right-of-ways and boulevards;
community gardens; urban farms; rooftop and balcony
gardens; hydroponic, aquaculture, and vertical
gardening; keeping micro-livestock such as hens,
rabbits, and bees; greenhouses; permaculture design
in parks; edible landscaping; public orchards or food
forests; and agricultural parks [8, 9]. These activities
involve civic participation in food system governance
and offer an opportunity for food sovereignty within
an urban setting.
The food sovereignty movement recognizes political
and economic power in the food system [10]. It refers
to a process of expanding democracy to regenerate
local, autonomous, healthy, and ecologically sound
food systems that respect the rights of people to decent
working conditions and incomes [11, 12]. Weiler and
colleagues [13] describe how food sovereignty and
health equity share an orientation to promote human
thriving by equalizing access to power and the flow
of goods through the food system. Urban agriculture
provides opportunities for citizens to participate
directly in their food system, gain a sense of power and
control, and improve health.
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Method

Design

Results

The online brainstorming generated 58 statements,
and a total of 55 participants submitted the rating
We used a case study design with concept mapping forms/participated in the sorting exercise. A full list
(using software from Concept SystemsTM) and focus of demographics are in Table 1. Participants ranged in
groups to talk to Saskatoon residents about their age from 22-73 (further age breakdown is available in
experiences with growing food and what sort of figure 4). The majority of participants (84%) reported
agriculture they would like to see in the City of living in a single family dwelling, and all but one had
Saskatoon.
grown food in the city. Only one person said they
sometimes did not have enough food for everyone in
Concept mapping provided the main categories of the household, but seven noted that even though there
the action plan. Concept mapping is a structured was enough food, it was not the best kind. Additionally,
collaborative process of brainstorming, sorting the eight participants indicated that their current income
brainstormed ideas, and then rating the ideas for does not meet their needs.
importance and feasibility [14]. Upon invitation to
attend the focus groups, we directed participants to
a website to register for the focus group, to review
the project information and consent form, and to
complete the statement “A way to grow more food in Table 1 Demographics
Saskatoon is...” This online brainstorming resulted in 58
Range 22-73, Median 38 (see Figure 4)
statements to complete the sentence. We then held 10 Age
Male
13 (24%)
focus group meetings, one in each Ward of Saskatoon,
Gender
Female
41 (75%)
to sort the statements into piles that have a common
I do not want to respond
1 (2%)
theme. Participants also rated each statement on a
Income
Yes
47 (85%)
scale of 1 to 10 to indicate how important they think it
meets
Not
always
8 (15%)
is and how feasible it would be to make happen.
needs

Statistical Analysis

The Concept Systems platform includes statistical
analysis and generates results in the form of maps. The
results from sorting statements creates a similarity
matrix (how often were each statement sorted into
the same pile), and the statements are plotted on a
point map through non-metric multidimensional
scaling (MDS) [15]. Two dimensional scaling allows for
plots on an X,Y coordinates, which is suitable for visual
representation on a two-dimensional surface. This is
similar to a scatter plot. Statements are positioned
close together if many participants grouped them
in the same sorting pile, and far apart if few or no
participants placed them together [14].
Stress index is the MDS analysis statistic that indicates
goodness-of-fit of the two dimensional configuration
of the similarity matrix [14]. The lower the stress
value, the better indication of a good fit. Researchers
have indicated that approximately 95% of concept
mapping projects have stress value between 0.205 and
0.365 [16]. The stress value for this data set is 0.2051
indicating results were well within the expected range.
This suggests the point map is a good reflection of how
the participants grouped the statements.
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Some - I grew up on a farm but have
never grown food in the city
Experience
A bit – I am new to gardening
gardening
A lot – I regularly have a vegetable
garden
We have always had enough
Food SeWe have always had enough, but not
curity – in the best kind
past month Sometimes we did not have enough
for everyone in our household
Apartment
Condominium
Townhouse
Type of
Housing
Duplex
Single Family Dwelling
Other
1
2
4
6
Ward
7
9
10
Other

1 (2%)
18 (33%)
36 (65%)
47 (85%)
7 (13%)
1 (2%)
1 (2%)
4 (7%)
1 (2%)
1 (2%)
46 (84%)
2 (3%)
6 (11%)
12 (23%)
6 (11%)
13 (24%)
12 (23%)
2 (3%)
2 (3%)
2 (3%)

Figure 2 Cluster Map
Figure 1: Age distribution of participants

Maps
There are a number of maps to visualize the data.
To begin, a point map shows the positions of the
each statement represented by a dot, which is
then partitioned into non-overlapping clusters to
form a cluster map (Figure 2). The boundaries are
formed through cluster analysis, and are decided on
by starting with a larger number of clusters (15 for
example) and then reducing the number considering
what seems to provide the most complete picture
of the ideas reflected in each cluster. Each time we
reduce the number, two clusters come together. We
asked ourselves if statements in each cluster were
better grouped together or if they made more sense
when divided. For example, cluster 5 divides into two
clusters if we select for seven clusters, and the size and
spread of that cluster indicates that statements were
not always grouped together. Participants labeled all
clusters that they created, and we selected the final
name from a list generated by the software program,
based on those labels. Statements that were placed
in the same pile most often are closer together on
the map. For example, the statement in the Schools
cluster were rarely placed with other statement, and
therefore that cluster is more isolated. Statements in
the Community Development cluster may also related
to statements in the other clusters, and it represented
here as being more central in the map.

The Go Zone map (See Figure 3) is a 2x2 grid that
displays where each statement sits as rated by
importance and feasibility. Statements were each rated
on 10-point scale of importance and feasibility (1 being
less important or feasible and 10 being very important
or feasible). This helped to identify what statements
were considered the best place to take action. The
statements that are in the green area are considered
the most actionable items. This does not mean that
the other statements should not be considered, but is
an indication of what these participant found certain
statements more important and more feasible than
others.

Figure 3: Go Zone
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The Ladder Graph (Figure 4) is another visual
comparison of importance and feasibility. In this
instance, it is at the level of concepts instead of the
individual ideas. This can help guide decisions on where
to start taking action. Ladder Graphs can compare data
in multiple ways, such as importance ratings between
different groups. We have only supplied one ladder
graph here for discussion. The steeper the line in the
ladder graph, the greater the greater the gap in rating.

Figure 4: Ladder Graph

Table 2: Highly Important Statements

Cluster Name
#Statements
1. Close to Home
10 statements
2. Community Development
8 statements
3. Public Education
10 statements
4. Schools
7 statements
5.Regulations/Bylaws
16 statements
6. Public Spaces
7 statements
6

“A way to grow more food in Saskatoon is to...”
Promote the use of front lawns for
gardening space

Promote cooperative food growing
organizations

Include links to local urban
agriculture organizations on the
city website

Create public service announcements that
encourage urban food production

Create public education campaigns Link volunteer gardeners who might not have
about urban agriculture
space, with those who don’t have the time to
garden, but do have space
Have school cooking projects
Promote the creation of gardening programs
within schools
Decrease penalties for vacant lots
to landowners who offer the space
for community gardens until they
build on it
Use boulevards for gardening

Have the city pre-plan garden space with
developers of new neighbourhoods,
which would ensure that infrastructure for
irrigation is in place
Plant edible plants, such as Saskatoon
berries, along the Meewasin trail

Priority Areas

1. “Close to Home”

Through the process of concept mapping, we
have identified six priority areas to advance urban
agriculture in Saskatoon:

Statements in this cluster focused on helping
homeowners to produce more food, such as converting
front lawns into garden space and promoting gardening
techniques such as “square foot” gardening and
1. Close to home
companion planting. Participants also recommended
micro livestock such as backyard hens and bees,
2. Community Development
with the added note that education in this would be
3. Public Education
essential for proper animal husbandry. The use of
greenhouses were also encouraged, which can extend
4. School
the growing season. Promoting cooperative food
growing organizations also was placed in this cluster
5. Regulations/Bylaws
of statements. Such organizations would help those
6. Public Spaces
with challenges that exist in some backyards where
For each of these areas we describe what participants there are too many trees to allow for a proper growing
suggested, current activities, and suggest what space. Cooperative food growing groups would also be
participants considered most important for Saskatoon suitable for people living in high density housing.
can take action on to enhance urban agriculture. From The keeping of backyard hens was considered
each key area, the most actionable items as identified only moderately important and feasible. However,
by the Go Zone map (Figure 3) provided guidance economic activities in this area were part of the focus
to determine the best places to begin for each area. group discussion. Participants discussed a “chicken
However, it should be noted that very few statements hotel” that could house hens over the winter, allowing
were rated less than 5 on importance, suggesting most for seasonal hen keeping in the city. This could fulfill a
of the statements were a valid approach to increasing desire for the experience for this type of a connection
urban agriculture. The full list of statements can be to food production. Additionally, a “rent-a-chicken
found in Appendix A. The highest rated statement on program” would stimulate economic activity that
importance for each cluster is in Table 2.
could help control for ants and ticks. Such short term
experiences can introduce hens into the city without
the up-front investment. Buying and building of coops
would be another business opportunity, as would
proper disposal of hens at the end of their lifecycle.
However, proper education in this area is essential,
and a mandatory training course to attain a chickenkeeping license was proposed as a possible solution.
Bees were also considered, but to a lesser extent than
hens.
Current Activities
Saskatchewan Waste Reduction Council provides
Compost Coaches who will do home visits to help set
up or troubleshoot composting systems. There is also a
composting hotline for questions.
City of Saskatoon Boulevard Gardening and
Maintenance guidelines help homeowners and renters
in maintaining the boulevards close to their homes.
There is a boulevard garden agreement to track the
number of such gardens in the city. The City also
maintains a “healthy yards” page with a number of
how-to guides, from garden basics to rain gardens to
lawn care.
Bees are currently allowed in the city and a pilot
project proposal has been put forward (unsuccessfully)
to allow for back yard hens.
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Next Steps
Promote home-based gardening.
• Create a group of volunteers similar to the
Compost Coaches who can help with digging
new gardens and converting existing lawns in
space to grow food
• Feature front yard gardens in social media
• Promote front yard gardens through a sign
campaign that home owners can place in their
gardens

Promote cooperative food growing organizations.
• Provide a means for people to connect to
decide on where and how to grow food
together. For example, on vacant lots in their
neighbourhood, or in a shared back yards.
• Review options such as the program which
was initiated in Detroit, where a worker-owned
urban agriculture cooperative pools efforts
of small scale growers to create business
opportunities and increase profits

2. “Community Development”
The community development cluster is about how
people engage with each other, creating networks,
providing mentorship, and connecting to food. Activities
included creating public service announcements that
encourage urban food production and connecting
would-be gardeners with unused gardening space.
CHEP’s backyard gardening program was seen as an
asset, and participants thought it should be expanded.
Participants recommended encouraging people to
be more engaged in gardening, marketing through
Pokemon or a game-based app, and partnering with
community-focused radio stations. Social media was
noted as a potential venue, but there is not enough
instruction provided for gardening techniques in that
type of marketing. It does, however, raise awareness.
People talked about gardening as a community building
experience. Like the “block parent” program, a sticker
could be on the front window inviting neighbours
to stop and ask about how to garden. Participants
recommended working with community associations
to host gardening focused social events. There
was a strong emphasis on the relational nature of
gardening expressed in the focus groups. One person
suggested that training would be helpful to spearhead
a successful community garden, and that a network
sharing experiences of community gardens across
the city would make sure everyone who wanted to
garden could find a place to grow vegetables. Instead
of putting people on a waitlist, they could be directed
8

to another garden that may have space.
One particular participant viewed urban agriculture as
more than producing food, and that community gardens
were about more than a network of sharing gardening
knowledge. Gardens can create “transformative
experiences”.
The yield is not the priority in anyway. It’s
absolutely 100% a community development
project. So the whole - the really at the core is
connecting people back to food, connecting
people back to the earth in a way that says,
“Hey look, this is what a carrot looks like, it is of
the earth.” When you create a setting to allow
people to have those transformative experiences
- you can see it in their face, you’re just like - you
can actually watch people, even in a two hour
setting, come in, kind of disengage, say what are
we here for, from schools, to businesses, people
coming out for a day and they’re like, “Ah, what
is this?” and you just see them at the end of the
day when they’re like, “Oh yeah....” For some
people it’s reminding you all those things that
you knew, and things you know deep down, but
you actually see people having these moments
drawing connections between things, and that
is what is really at the core, and we’re doing it
through food, because it’s powerful.

The actions in this cluster are mainly to create
conditions where people can connect to each other,
Next Steps
but it is important to remember that gardening is, in
itself, a means for connecting people to nature.
Expand CHEP Good Food Inc.’s backyard gardening
program
Current Activities
CHEP Good Food Inc.’s Backyard Gardening Program is
a fine example of linking gardeners who have no garden
with homeowners who are interested in sharing their
space. The goal is to match gardener and homeowners
who are located in nearby neighbourhoods.

• Create a fund raising campaign such as a
backyards garden tour

• Create videos to highlight people who have
shared their backyards

Create public service announcements that connect
people to gardening

City of Saskatoon provides links connecting people to
resources at the University of Saskatchewan’s Master
• Work with community radio stations to improve
Gardeners, the Saskatchewan Waste Reduction
messaging that encourages urban agriculture
Council’s Compost coaches, and the Food Bank &
Learning Centre’s Garden Patch. There are a number Improve visibility
resource documents available.
The Food Bank & Learning Centre’s Garden Patch is
a prominent and accessible space that can connect
people to each other, to gardening education, and to
nature.

• Promote the current resources through garden
centres
• Create an “Ask me about gardening” branding
campaign with mailbox stickers or lawn signs
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3. “Public Education”

Urban agriculture extension workers were suggested
as a possible City of Saskatoon position that could help
Public education is a broad cluster referring to the people grow food in the city, much like how the Waste
lack of food literacy that seems to exist in younger Reduction Council assists with composting. Such a
generations. This cluster was ranked of highest person would need to be visible, “out there in the
importance by participants (See Figure 2 Ladder Graph). gardens”, as opposed to the current online sources. The
One participant talked about the “food movement” University of Saskatchewan Master Gardener program
and the need in this area:
does exist, and would be an important asset to employ
in this way. This program many need greater visibility,
There is a movement to get back to what
and Master Gardeners could be better connected to
our grandmothers did, and how it skipped a
each community garden in the city.
generation, so they are trying to catch up.
There is also a need for teaching about how to Other areas that could use more specific education or
grow food. The art is not there.
promotion include seed saving along with preserving
and storing food. The Saskatoon Seed Library is gaining
There was a suggestion that people do not know
momentum, but it requires more promotion. Similarly,
where to start when gardening, proposing that small
there are fermenting groups and some courses to
raised beds would be one approach. This could appear
teaching about canning, freezing, and dehydrating
less permanent and less intimidating that digging up
foods, but there no central hub where people can find
lawn space. Other training recommendations included
information about these opportunities.
learning about greenhouses, beekeeping, micro
livestock (hens and rabbits), edible landscaping, edible The City of Saskatoon website has extensive information
native plants, and vertical gardening. Medicinal plants on yard and garden maintenance, including a section
were also part of the conversation in one meeting, on healthy yards with advice and directions on how to
along with encouraging naturalized areas in public find personalized information. While this is a reliable
parks where the public can learn about the value of resource, participants in this study did not refer to it,
native plant species and the support of wildlife habitat suggesting more promotion of this work is warranted.
to increase biodiversity. Part of the training would be
Current Activities
in connecting those who are successful with those who
would like to learn more, or linking volunteers who
might not have space with those who do not have the CHEP Good Food Inc. has a variety of programs
including community gardens, a backyard gardening
time but do have space.
program, and the askîy project, which is a summer
CHEP Good Food Inc. is seen as a positive educational urban agriculture training program for youth.
resource, but participants noted that their funding is
limited and their mandate is to work with underserved Saskatoon Seed Library operates in partnerships with
populations, and therefore gardening programs may the Saskatoon Food Bank and Learning Centre. The
not be open to everyone. CHEP was also noted for the organizers provide free seed saving workshops.
good work with community garden support, but the City of Saskatoon website has substantial information
sharing backyards program was “hit and miss”. As an on yards and garden that provides citizens with a full
educational hub, the CHEP model is well respected, range of information including healthy yards, pesticide
but more funding and more stability in funding would use, and boulevard and community gardens.
be necessary if CHEP urban agriculture services were
to expand.
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4. “Schools”
Schools can often be considered the essential first step
to exposing children to ideas about where food comes
from. This cluster recommends having greenhouse
gardening projects in all public schools or connecting
schools with community associations to find backyards
or greenhouses to become outdoor classrooms.
Gardening programs in schools or garden-based
classrooms was a popular action item and is perhaps
a way to integrate core subjects, such as math, into
experiential learning. The drawback of school gardens
is the seasonality of gardens and challenges to maintain
the garden throughout the summer. One participant
suggested using school gardens for summer camps or
youth groups. For example, a science camp could use
a garden as a focal point for working with children in
this area.

Waste Reduction Council provides public education on
composting.

Bishop Murray School was noted as having a number of
permanent edible plants. Focusing on low maintenance
permaculture design offers schools both a living
laboratory and outdoor classroom that can be used in
spring and fall. Funding, however, is often a concern to
developing school grounds in this way.

A number of schools have “Agriculture in the Classroom”
University of Saskatchewan Master Gardener Program program, which is funded by Potash Corp. While it is
is available to the public and Horticulture Club is a not ideal to have corporatization of classroom content,
teachers do find it useful because they are often over
resource for University students.
stretched with their other workload. The resources in
this program are geared toward making agriculture
Next Steps
education practical and feasible in the school setting.
Connect people to what is currently happening.
As one participant noted, the alternative to this would
• Create an online calendar of urban agriculture be to “overhaul the education system”. Some teachers
education events on the Food Council website. do have the knowledge and capacity to move forward
with a garden-based education system. One person,
Provide public training.
in particular, talked about growing up on a farm and
how she is now involved in an urban gardening project
• Create a mentorship program for retired
at Walter Murray Collegiate Institute. They have had
farmers in the city who would like to pass on
success in obtaining grant funding and now have 15
their knowledge of growing food.
garden beds. The beds are tied to the Home Economics
• Work with the libraries to highlight books and
Program and the Practical and Applied Arts in the
events on growing food
gifted program. This person uses horticulture as one
• Work with the Native Plant Society of of her sections of the Practical and Applied Arts class.
Saskatchewan and First Nations knowledge Additionally, she also teaches a “Grow and Home”
keepers to create edible native plant cards, or an class. The students help with planting the garden
app that people can take on hikes to recognize beds and taking care of them throughout the summer,
and learn more about what is currently growing getting to take produce home. The future plan is to
around them. Information provided by the app grow more fruit.
could include the plant’s genus and species,
School cooking projects were also noted as important.
the Cree name for the plants, and traditional
There is an increasing interest in preserving foods, with
uses of the plant (for example: http://www.
one participant indicating that her students have made
indigenousfoodsvi.ca/pacific-northwest-plantjams, jellies, done pickling, and dried herbs. Enrollment
knowledge-cards/)
in her course jumped from 12 to 60 students, indicating
that students are recommending it to their peers.
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Current Activities
Agriculture in the Classroom held a well-attended
conference in 2017.

5. “Regulations/Bylaws”

Overall, Regulations/Bylaws is the lowest cluster
for feasibility according to participants, and second
lowest for importance (See Figure 2). Yet, there are
There are a number of Saskatoon schools who have
some suggestions that make this cluster a significant
active gardens.
area for change. Participants discussed having edible
landscaping in the city’s community planning, and
Next Steps
moving resources from the maintenance of unused city
Coordinate food literacy across the schools
parks into food production. Some participants talked
about challenging the idea of green and manicured
• Understand how schools are engaging
lands, encouraging more natural landscapes with
students to ensure a minimum standard of
grasses and mulch, and creating areas with more food
food growing education across the school
bearing capacity. Others suggested having designated
boards
areas for fruit trees where people could go to pick, such
• Work with the Saskatchewan Professional
as a food forest area known to be acceptable to harvest
Development Unit to host a gardening oriented from. A resource catalogue of food bearing plants in
professional development day where teachers
the city could give guidance for people interested in
can connect with other teachers who have
foraging.
engaged in garden programs
Work with existing school programs
• Identify and promote current national schoolbased programs, such as Farm to Cafeteria, to
expand in Saskatchewan schools
• Support Agriculture in the Classroom to host
regular conferences

Connect schools to other community space
• Create a framework for community
associations to connect with local schools to
provide space for living labs where children
can get hands-on experience with growing
food
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City leadership in urban agriculture is essential to
provide guidance and authority, as one group of
participants discussed that more people are creating
collective spaces learn about food. This includes things
like fermentation workshops, for example. Because
there is not a lot of mainstream guidance, there is a
role for the City, because an authority or mainstream
body can give a new activity more authority. Boulevard
gardening, for example, now has legitimacy, and not
just as if someone is “sneaking a piece of grass”.
The City of Saskatoon does have some momentum
in moving urban agriculture forward. The boulevard
gardening guidelines offer direction on moving out of
the yard to work the public space. There are a numerous
gardening resources on the City of Saskatoon website

that may be underutilized. Additionally, there is the
Vacant Lot Garden Incentive in the form of an annual
grant for the property owner equal to 50% of municipal
land tax, for up to five years. Incentives for vacant lot
landowners who partner with community members
to temporally use the land for food production can
help the aesthetics of the city and to connect people
to land. Indeed, identifying unused land that could
support food production would help people to know
if they could grow food close to home, which links us
back to the first concept.
Supporting more community gardens, and particularly
creating them in areas near apartment buildings, was
a prominent idea in the focus groups. Participants
discussed the importance of having community gardens
included in official community plans. Additionally,
having fewer restrictions on needing to live in the same
area as the garden would make it easier for those who
are willing to travel to another part of the city to access
garden space. Currently, people living in the same
neighbourhood as the garden have precedence for
attaining community garden space, even if the adjoining
neighbourhood does not have a community garden.
Changing these restrictions could be helpful, especially
in areas where there are more gardens than gardeners.
Another issue was the regulation on not allowing
fencing around community gardens. Participants felt it
should be allowed to reduce vandalism, even though
fences do not deter access, they do provide an extra
layer of effort for those who may not appreciate the
work and hope to procure vegetables. Better lighting in
community gardens would also be beneficial.

as a significant issue for setting up a new garden, with
a participant citing $40,000 as the cost for a tap in one
neighbourhood. Assistance with infrastructure funding
would be essential for some groups to set up a new
garden. Taking a different approach to water access,
participants suggested the city could help community
garden coordinators work with the fire departments
to provide irrigation tank refills in areas with no water.
Design features may be another approach, such as by
planning gardens downhill from spray parks so the
water could be used both for fun and food. Participants
encouraged permaculture-based designs that maximize
water use. More work is needed in residential water
capture from roof tops and understanding ways we can
reduce run off and sink more rainwater back into the
earth.
Some participants were interested in regulations
regarding selling produce out of home, suggesting the
local farmer’s markets may be uncomfortable for some
demographics. Others were asking about the rules on
selling produce out of an allotment garden. This lead
to questions on the role for social enterprise from cityowned community gardens. Additionally, what types
of regulations would need to be in place to ensure
that small scale producers in backyards or community
gardens were organic or pesticide-free? Would produce
that is grown and sold in the city need some regulatory
oversite to meet safety standards? Indeed, the use of
pesticides is a concern for some. More education and
regulation on reducing the use of pesticides in the city
was noted. More education on regulations in general
would be helpful.

Water is often a challenge, especially with gardens in
non-traditional growing areas. Water access was noted
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Current Activities
Vacant Lot incentive program

6. “Public Spaces”

The Public Spaces cluster was considered an important
group of statements. It focused largely on land access
Guidelines on selling produce from urban agriculture
for community gardens, planting edible species, and
are currently being written
creating “urban food forests” within public parks.
Guidelines for community and allotment gardening in Participants clearly felt that more Saskatoon berries
along the Meewasin trail and in public parks would
Saskatoon are available on the City website
be an asset. Public orchards were widely supported,
The City of Saskatoon is committed to using the least requesting pears, plums, and cherry trees. While
toxic control methods wherever possible
clean-up of fallen fruit was mentioned as a concern,
participants agreed that grassroots groups, such as
Next Steps
“Out of Your Tree”, is an established network that
could maximize harvest. One participant also noted
Work with the City on infrastructure
that there is a perception that manicured lands are
• Pre-plan garden space with developers of new the goal, so more work is necessary to challenge
neighbourhoods, ensuring that infrastructure
this perception by focusing on the beauty of more
for irrigation is in place
naturalized landscapes.
• Have the City consider how to subsidize water
infrastructure for gardens going into older or
previously unused park areas

Work with the City on guidelines
• Change the “Gardening in Saskatoon
Guidelines” document to allow for fencing of
community gardens in an effort to minimize
vandalism – an unlocked fence still allows for
general public admission
• Support changes to the urban hen guidelines

Work with the City to strengthen urban agriculture
• Encourage the City to hire a main coordinator
to work with different programs. It should be
someone who can promote what the city is
doing and harness the talents of volunteers.
Whether it would be something like the Food
Council, or a position connected to CHEP
Good Food Inc., there is a need to have a
point position or agency that people know will
have access to the answers on how to grow
more food in the city. Relying on soft money
and non-profit organizations to carry this work
forward may place all this great work, both by
the city and by other groups, at risk of being in
vain.
• Review the Official Community Plan to identify
where to strengthen urban agriculture
14

Participants noted a number of parks in the city that
are underutilized, with few children or play structures.
One participant commented about the garden at her
workplace and how many businesses might find a
small garden has benefits for staff and customers alike.
People spoke of spaces around churches, care homes,
or health care facilities where partnerships could form
between gardeners in the area and the facilities who
could supply irrigation.
A gardening space inventory would help people to
know where they could find space close to where
they live, but soil testing would be necessary to avoid
contaminated land. In such areas, portable garden
options such as raised beds would be a good alternative
to expensive remediation work.

Current Activities
Boulevard Gardening guidelines are in place, and this
is a way to personalize a neighbourhood/set a unique
streetscape. Perennials, annual flowers, vegetables,
and herbs can be planted in the ground or temporary
pot/structure, so long as the structure can be moved
by one person.
Next Steps
Work with the city to assess public parks to identify
where more food production could take place
• Engage with the public on what and where to
put edible landscaping
• Create “urban food forests” within public parks
• Plant orchards, especially berry orchards, in
public parks
• Work with established groups to harvest and
share more from fruit bearing plants

Support business and public institutions to increase
food production capacity
• Develop an awards program for best public
food gardens
• Share information with businesses on
purchasing or supporting local food producers
• Create a consultation network to help
businesses and institutions grow food on their
property

Making progress
The City of Saskatoon has a strong foundation for urban
agriculture and people who are dedicated to continued
improvement in this area. This study originated from
the Saskatoon Regional Food System Assessment and
Action Plan [17] and recommendation #3 from the
report, “Garden everywhere: expand capacity in urban
agriculture”. That document called for actions similar
to those found in the current activities, which suggests
we are making progress. However, there remains room
to grow.
We suggest there are three immediate goals to
consider:
1. Public Education: There are a lot of resources
available, but many people do not know where to
start. Ideally, a full time securely funded position could
provide a person to direct media campaigns, and create
connections between mentors and new gardeners, or
gardeners looking for land.
2. Public Spaces: The City of Saskatoon appears to
be committed to advancing urban agriculture and
continuing to beautify with city while creating a resilient
community food system. Ensuring this message is in
the next revision of the Official Community Plan will
help to continue this work into the future
3. Community Development: Making gardening more
visible is essential to creating an engaged city that
produces and shares food.
The participants in this project were able to offer ideas
and direction for moving forward. All the statement
are worth considering, and some may appear more
feasible or more important as the context changes.
With a growing national food movement, the time is
ripe and the seeds are planted. Now it is time to grow.
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Summary of Actions
1. Close to Home						
		

Promote home-based gardening.

Promote cooperative food growing organizations.

•

Create a group of volunteers similar to the Compost
Coaches, who can help with digging new gardens and
converting existing lawns in space to grow food

•

Feature front yard gardens in social media

•

Promote front yard gardens through a sign campaign
that home owners can place in their gardens

•

Provide a means for people to connect to decide on
where and how to grow food together. For example,
on vacant lots in their neighbourhood, or in a shared
back yard.

•

Review options such as in Detroit where a workerowned urban agriculture cooperative pools efforts of
small scale growers to create business opportunities
and increase profits

2. Community Development

Expand CHEP Good Food Inc.’s backyard gardening program.

Create public service announcements to connect people with
gardening

Improve gardening visibility.

• Create a fund raising campaign such as a
backyards garden tour

• Work with community radio stations
on how to improve messaging to
encourage urban agriculture

•

Promote the current resources
through garden centres

•

Create an “ask me about gardening”
branding campaign with mailbox
stickers, or lawn signs.

• Create videos to highlight people who have
shared their backyards

3. Public Education

Connect people to what is currently happening.
•

Create an online calendar of urban agriculture education
events on the Food Council website

Provide public training.
•

Create a mentorship program for retired farmers in the city
who would like to pass on their knowledge of growing food

•

Work with the libraries to highlight books and events on
growing food

•

Work with the Native Plant Society of Saskatchewan and
First Nations knowledge keepers to create edible native
plant nature cards, or app that people can take on hikes to
recognize and learn more about what is currently growing,
and the Cree name for the plants

4. Schools

Coordinate food literacy across the
schools

Work with existing school programs

Connect schools to other community space

•

Understand how schools are engaging
•
students to ensure a minimum standard
of food growing education across the
school boards

Identify and promote current
•
national school-based programs, such
as Farm to Cafeteria to expand in
Saskatchewan schools

•

Work with the Saskatchewan
Professional Development Unit to host
a professional development day for
teachers to connect with other teachers
who have engaged in garden programs

Support Agriculture in the Classroom
to host regular conferences

•

Create a framework for community
associations to connect with local
schools to provide space for living
labs where children can get handson experience with growing food
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5. Regulations/Bylaws

Work with the City on infrastructure

Work with the City on guidelines

Work with the City to strengthen
urban agriculture

•

Pre-plan garden space with developers
of new neighbourhoods that would
ensure that infrastructure for irrigation
is in place

•

Change the “Gardening in Saskatoon •
Guidelines” document to allow for
fencing of community gardens to
decrease ease of vandalism.

•

City consider how to subsidize water
infrastructure for gardens going into
older or previously unused park areas

•

Support changes to the urban hen
guidelines

•

Encourage the City to hire a main
coordinator to work with different
programs. Someone who can
promote what the city is doing and
harness the talents of volunteers
Review the Official Community Plan
to identify where to strengthen
urban agriculture

6. Public Spaces

Work with the city to assess public parks to identify
where more food production could take place.
•

Engage with the public on what and where to put edible
landscaping

•

Create “urban food forests” within public parks

•

Plant orchards, especially berry orchards, in public parks

•

Work with established groups to harvest and share more
from fruit bearing plants
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Support business and public institutions to increase
food production capacity
•

Develop an awards program for best public food gardens

•

Share information with businesses on purchasing or
supporting local food producers

•

Create a consultation network, to help business and
institutions to grow food on their property

Appendix A: Statements
GREEN GO ZONE STATEMENTS
4. Create public service announcements that
encourage urban food production

29. Create more community gardens near
apartment buildings

5. Decrease penalties for vacant lots to landowners who offer the space for community
gardens until they build on it

30. Use libraries to provide educational programs

6. Create public education campaigns about
urban agriculture
7. Create “urban food forests” within public
parks
9. Use vacant lots for community gardens
10. Use boulevards for gardening

31. Provide public training on edible native
plants
32. Connect local schools with community associations to find backyards/greenhouses to be
used as outdoor classrooms
35. Promote converting lawns into gardening space, such as running a “Grow food, not
lawns” campaign

12. Have the city pre-plan garden space with
developers of new neighbourhoods, which
would ensure that infrastructure for irrigation is
in place

39. Incorporate spaces for urban agriculture
into the design of new suburbs

14. Create more community gardens

41. Encourage those who are successfully
growing food to continue doing so by connecting those who have extra produce from gardens with those who would like some

15. Use unused land for food production
16. Create city-supported resources to help
citizens begin urban agriculture projects
17. Provide public training on how to do all
types of urban agriculture (beekeeping, micro
livestock, greenhouses, edible landscaping,
etc.)
18. Connect would-be gardeners with unused
gardening space
21. Include edible landscaping in the city’s
community planning
23. Plant edible plants, such as Saskatoon berries, along the Meewasin trail
25. Promote cooperative food growing organizations

40. Provide public training on how to garden

48. Plant orchards, especially berry orchards,
in public parks
49. Promote the creation of gardening programs within schools
50. Create city bylaws and policies to support
and encourage urban agriculture
55. Promote the use of front lawns for gardening space
56. Expand CHEP’s backyard gardening program
57. Link volunteer gardeners who might not
have space, with those who don’t have the
time to garden, but do have space

26. Include links to local urban agriculture organizations on the city website
27. Make it culturally acceptable to grow food
28. Have school cooking projects
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GO ZONE YELLOW
3. Make composting mandatory in new buildings
11. Create greenhouse gardening programs within all public school
13. Take resources used to maintain unused public park space and redirect them to produce
food
19. Change provincial curriculums to include more material on gardening and nutrition
58. Have garden-based classrooms in schools

GO ZONE ORANGE
33. Turn public park space into community gardens
43. Promote companion planting, which is the close planting of different plants that either enhance each other’s growth or protect each other from pests
47. Lift the bylaw banning urban chickens
53. Offer practical workshops on how to do vertical gardening
54. Promote apiculture (beekeeping)

GO ZONE GREY
1. Promote backyard poultry
2. Work with fire departments to provide irrigation refills in water tanks to areas with no water
for community gardens
8. Have less math in provincial curriculums and replace with sections on gardening, nutrition,
and the environment
20. Make all new city lots large enough to support having a garden area
22. Provide public training on how to keep backyard poultry
24. Use the right of way space on Berini Drive for food production
34. Create an incentive program for people to begin home gardens
36. Promote "square foot" backyard gardens
37. Make it mandatory for all grocery stores to have onsite greenhouses
38. Create regulations for rooftop gardens on any buildings that are over a certain height
42. Promote geodesic dome greenhouses since they are cheap and easy to make
44. Create an incentive program for people to convert lawns to gardens instead of "gravelscapes"
45. Subsidize the cost of quality plants at green houses
46. Make seniors' residences provide gardening opportunities for active residents
51. Encourage gardening in back alleys
52. Promote the use of greenhouses
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